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Abstract—A set-estimation-based classification technique
for parametric models was suggested by the authors in thePro-
ceedings of the 41st Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Sys-
tems. In the present work, classification performance of the
method is improved by use of a more structured measure of
distance between points representing classes and the set esti-
mates of models to be classified. Moreover, an enhanced op-
timization procedure significantly improves the set-estimates
upon which the decisions are based. The set-based algorithm
is found to be particularly effective for classifying short signal
frames for which the estimator variance is often large.

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper is generally concerned with the classic problem
of optimally associating each of a set of events or entities with
one of a finite number of classes. Each event is represented by
some quantified observations which are compared with com-
patible representations of each class. An event is associated
with the class to which it is “closest” according to some simi-
larity measure that is evaluated for each event–class pair.

Within this broad framework, a specific structure is assumed
in this work. An “event” is manifest as a sequence of scalar-
vector pairs1 f(yn;xn)g

t

n=1
with yn 2 R

1 , xn 2 R
m , and

1 � t < 1. A principal interest of this work is the classi-
fication events for which only limited data are available. In
this spiritf(yn;xn)g

t

n=1
may be assumed to be a small subse-

quence (t small) of a potentially infinite sequence. The events,
or observation frames, are to be classified into one ofNc <1
classes,C1; C2; : : : ; Cc; : : : ; CNc

which are indexed by integer
c 2 [1; Nc]. (We henceforth abbreviate “classCc” by simply
“class c.”) Class c is represented by a constant “prototype”
vector��c 2 R

m , for eachc 2 [1; Nc]. The criterion for clas-
sifying an event represented byf(yn;xn)g

t

n=1
as classcy is

that, based on a “best-fit” (specified below) affine relationship
between the paired observations,x

T

n
�̂t � yn, the observations

are found to be “most similar” to classcy in the sense that

c
y =

argmin

c 2 [1; Nc]
d

�
�̂t;��c

�
; (1)
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1Generalizations to complex vector-matrix pairs are possible [1].

whered is some metric (or, at least a measure of similarity).

The performance of such a classifier depends on the strat-
egy for determininĝ�t and on the choice of metricd. One
simple approach is to circumvent the direct computation of
�̂t altogether and choose the class that minimizes the abso-
lute (q = 1), or squared (q = 2), error,

P
t

n=1
jyn � x

T

n
��cj

q .
The efficacy of such an approach, however, is strongly depen-
dent upon the veracity with which each��c represents its class.
Such class prototypes are often estimated from training data,
and are themselves subject to wide variation and error. The ap-
proach taken in this work significantly improves robustness by
essentially accounting for such variability. In the present for-
mulation, this “accounting” takes place in analyzing the data
to be classified, rather than the data used to derive class proto-
types; however, similar ideas could be applied in the “training”
phase in which the classifier is designed.

The classification approach described above is similar to a
conventional least-square-error (LSE) method in which a para-
metric model of the form

yn = x
T

n
�� + "n� (2)

would be identified (i.e., an estimate, say�t;LSE, determined),
under the assumption that the error subsequencef"n�g

t

n=1
be

of minimum energy (minimum
P

t

n=1
j"n�j

2). Then the dis-
tancesd(�t;LSE;��c) would be compared for classification. In
the present work, we employ the model (2), but adopt a radi-
cally different approach to estimating the model parameters. In
fact, the result is not a single point estimate, but, rather, aset of
feasible solutions which are consistent with conditions placed
on the model (2).

The optimal bounding ellipsoid (OBE) algorithms2 are
unique among the methods for identifying the model (2). In
contrast to the LSE approach, the basis for the OBE method is
the assumed knowledge of a pointwise error-bound sequence
fng such that

j"n�j < n; for each timen = 1; 2; : : : ; t: (3)

These bounds imply a series of sets of feasible sets solutions,3

2For background information on the field of set-membership identification,
including the special case of the OBE algorithms, the reader is referred, for
example, to [1]–[4].

3Generally monotonically non-increasing, and strictlydecreasing over the
subsequence ofupdate times.
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say fPn; n = 1; 2; : : : ; tg, polytopes inRm containing all
possible system parameters that are consistent with the model
(2), the observed data, and constraints onf"n�g. OBE algo-
rithms generate a sequence of hyper-ellipsoidsfEn � Pn; n =

1; 2; : : : ; tg. In addition, OBE algorithms offer an efficient
method for avoiding redundant computation (e.g., [5]) while
exhibiting rapid unbiased convergence under proven condi-
tions [6].

The use of the OBE methods for the classification problem
sketched above was suggested in a paper presented at the41st

Midwest Symposium [7]. The present paper extends the earlier
results by inclusion of an improved set measure, a better ellip-
soidal approximation to the feasible set, and the application of
the method to the important problem of codebook labeling in
speech analysis and recognition.

II. CLASSIFICATION USING SET ESTIMATES

Let us consider theNc class problem in which an OBE al-
gorithm is used for classification over some observation frame
ending at timet. The analysis produces the hyper-ellipsoidal
setEt with centroid�t. In order to use the resulting set for clas-
sification [as in (1)], the meaning of the “distance” between the
ellipsoid and a class prototype must be established. There are
many ways in which such a measure could be defined, and fur-
ther research may reveal interesting strategies. For the sake
of illustration, we employ a modified version of the classifi-

cation rule (1) using the Euclidean distance,d

�
�̂t;��c

�
=

k�̂t � ��ck
2, and class-dependent point estimates,�̂t, implic-

itly or explicitly selected fromEt in the modified rule: LetC
denote the set of class indices for which the prototype class
vectors are contained in the ellipsoid,C = fcj��c 2 Etg.

� If C 6= f;g, then use (1) with “c 2 [1; Nc]” replaced by
“c 2 C,” and �̂t � �t (Et centroid) for everyc.

� If C = f;g, then use (1) witĥ�t = �t
def
=

arg inf

� 2 Et
d(��

��c) (closest point on perimeter ofEt to �c�), in which
case (1) becomes

c
y =

argmin

c 2 [1; Nc]
d
�
�t;��c

�
(4)

=
argmin

c 2 [1; Nc]

inf

� 2 Et
d(� � ��c):

This choice of point estimates results in a nearest-neighbor rule
between��c and either�t, when there exist��c 2 Et, or the
closest point on the surface ofEt to ��c otherwise.

To implement the suggested classifier, it is necessary to lo-
cate the nearest point onEt to an exterior prototype.4 The fol-

4It is less computationally expensive to use the point at the intersection of
the ellipse with thedirect path from�t to ��c, or the nearest point onEt to
��c on the line segment�t–��c.

lowing lemma provides an expression for computing the clos-
est point on an ellipsoid surface to a reference point (illustra-
tion in Fig. 1).

Lemma 1. Let M = R
T
DR be a positive definite matrix

in R
k�k , R an orthogonal matrix,D a diagonal matrix of

positive elementsdi, u andc vectors inRk , andE the hyper-
ellipsoidal set

�
z 2 Rk : (z � c)TM (z � c) = 1

	
. The vec-

tor x in E closest tou (by Euclidean measureku � xk2) is
given by:

x = SR

��
ui

1� diz1

�
+ c

�
(5)

wherez1 = (x1 � u1)=(d1x1) solves the equation

NX
i=1

0
@Y

j 6=i

[1� z1dj ]
2

1
Au2

i
dj =

NY
j=1

[1� z1dj ]
2 (6)

and whereS is a diagonal matrix of signs of the vectoru.

Proof: Without significant loss of generality, we consider the
case of the hyper-ellipsoid centered at the origin (c = 0) and
with semi-axes aligned with the current axes (R is the iden-
tity matrix). Leveraging the symmetry of the ellipsoid, we can
placeu in the positive quadrant by multiplication with the di-
agonal matrixS of elementsjuij=ui. Let f(x) = kx � uk2

and g(x) = x
T
Dx � 1. We minimizef(x) subject to

g(x) = 0 usingLagrange multipliers and obtain

0 =
@f(x)

@x
� �

@g(x)

@x

from which we expressx in function of a single element, say
x1, as

x =

�
juij

1� diz1

�
(7)

wherez1 = (x1 � ju1j)=(d1x1). Substituting the vector (7)
in the expressiong(x) = 0 we obtain

NX
i=1

0
@Y

j 6=i

[1� z1dj ]
2

1
Au2

i
dj =

NY
j=1

[1� z1dj ]
2 (8)

which is a polynomial inz1 of order2k. The cases ofc 6= 0

andM = RDR
T require merely translations and rotations

of x to yield (5). Multiplying byS placesx in the proper
quadrant.

An approximation of the nearest point on an ellipsoid (see
Fig. 1) can be found on the line through the ellipsoid center
and the reference point. This point is less computationally ex-
pensive to compute and is given through the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let M , u, c andE be as in Lemma 1. Then the
crossing-pointv on the ellipsoid surface of the line segment
(u; c) (see Fig. 1) is given by

v =
u � cp

(u � c)TM (u � c)
: (9)



Proof: Equation (9) represents the segment(c;v) scaled to fit
within the ellipsoid.

ellipse
ellipse center
outside point
centerline point
minimum distance point

Fig. 1. Direct and min distances from ellipsoid to external point.

III. F URTHER IMPROVEMENT BY MULTI-WEIGHT

OPTIMIZATION

The accuracy of the ellipsoid-to-point class assignment de-
pends on the “tightness” of the bounding ellipsoidEt around
the underlying feasible setPt. It is therefore appropriate to
use the OBE algorithm which best approximates the underly-
ing feasible set. For this purpose we introduce multi-weight
OBE (MW-OBE) optimization [8] applied to the SM-WRLS
algorithm [5] which further reducesEn at eachn and there-
fore potentially increases the classification accuracy. The MW-
OBE approach augments (2) and (3) to recursively optimize the
setEn based on data blocks ofK points. It refines the ellip-
soid by simultaneously considering the information contained
in vectors blocksy

n
= [yn�K � � � yn], "n = ["n�K � � � "n],


n

= [n�K � � � n] and the matrixXn = [xn�K � � �xn].
Equation (2) then becomes

y
n
=X

T

n
�̂n + "n (10)

and the recursions refining the ellipsoid[�n�1P n�1]
�1 cen-

tered at�n�1 produce a smaller ellipsoid,[�nP n]
�1 centered

at�n and given by

Kn = G
�1

n
(Gn �M

�1

n
)G�1

n

P n = P n�1 �Pn�1XnKnX
T

n
P n�1

�n = ��n�1 +
T

n
Mnn � �"

T

n
M

�1

n
"n

�n = �n�1 +Pn�1XnKn"n

where��n�1 = �n�1+
T

n
G
�1

n

n
+ "T

n
G
�1

n
"n, "n =G

�1

n
"n,

Gn = X
T

n
P n�1Xn and the positive definite matrixMn is

chosen to minimize the volume of[�nP n]
�1. In this present

work a numerical method is used to obtainMn which min-
imized the ellipsoid volume. The benefits of MW-OBE are
illustrated in Fig 2.

initial ellipse
initial ellipse center
ellipse & strip #1
ellipse & strip #2
multi−weight ellipse
multiweight ellipse center

Fig. 2. Benefits of the multi-weight OBE optimization.
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Fig. 3.�t;LSE estimators of��1 (+) and��2 (�), 3000 each.

IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

As an example of the use of the OBE-derived set in the clas-
sification problem, consider the following example which ap-
pears in [7]. We seek to classify the output of the two AR(2)
systems [9] of the form (2) with��1 = [�1:38;�0:64]T and
��2 = [0:1;�0:56]T . A sequence of length 18,000 from each
system is segmented into 3,000 frames of 6 points each. Each
of the 6,000 frames is classified three times, once each using
�t;LSE, �t, andEt. OBE processing uses the SM-WRLS al-
gorithm described in [5]. The classification rule is of form (1)
with the Euclidean distance. The distance measured(Et;��c)
implies a nearest-neighbor rule in the sense of Euclidean dis-
tance between��c and the setEt as described in Section II. The
estimator so-chosen is calledEt in the following.

Scatter plots for estimators�t;LSE andEt are shown in Figs. 3
and 4. The result for the estimator�t is very similar to that for
�t;LSE. Each diagram contains 6,000 points, 3,000 results for
each of the two systems. The system identity for a given point
is indicated by the symbol used for plotting. Each point in each
diagram is classified according to the relevant distance metric.
The overall results in Table I indicate a higher correct classifi-
cation rate for theEt estimator. Notable is the lessened variance
associated with the clusters resulting from theEt estimator.
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Fig. 4.Et estimators of��1 (+) and��2 (�), 3000 each.

TABLE I

Classification by�t , �t;LSE andEt in Example 1.

Distance % correct(OBE) % correct(MW-OBE)
d(�t;LSE;��c) 82.4 82.4
d(�t;��c) 85.4 85.8
d(Et;��c) 90.0 93.85

V. SPEECH LABELING

Speech signals are conventionally analyzed frame-wise in
linear prediction (LP) analysis. Each frame is identified and
classified as the output of a time-variant autoregressive sys-
tem. However, these frames, short enough to be considered
stationary (typically 256 points), are identified through the use
of conventional LSE methods (or perhaps filter banks) which
require additional data to decisively converge. The frames are
subsequently classified based on individual extracted param-
eters and an established codebook or probability distribution.
We suggest the use of OBE identification coupled with a set-
based classification for improved labeling (or classification) of
speech frames. The following illustrative experiment is delib-
erately simple in its design in order to highlight the benefits of
the proposed method.

A 25-code codebook is created from 15 utterances of each
digit “zero” through “nine” by extracting 12 LP parameters per
256-point frame. Each frame is assigned to the code to which
the frame’s representative LP parameter vector, is closest in
Euclidean distance. The first seven utterances of each digit are
used to created an HMM model for that digit. The remaining
eight are used for testing.

For comparison, the set-based method produces a frame-wise
membership set of LP parameters which is associated with a
class using the ellipsoid-to-point distance (see Section II). The
digit models are created and tested as above.

In addition to a more consistent labeling pattern, the overall
digit classification improves by reducing the number of mis-
classified digits from 10 to 3. This simple experiment high-
lights the potential of using ellipsoid-to-point classification in
speech processing for improved labeling and better recogni-

tion. The experiment described above is based on LP param-
eters, but the technique is readily extended to filter-bank or
cepstral parameters.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel approach for classification of affine-in-parameters
models has been presented. Decisions are based on OBE-
generated ellipsoidal sets rather than single point estimates.
The benefits of the method are demonstrated through a experi-
ments which highlight the benefits of set solutions and, in par-
ticular, of better set-approximation methods such as MW-OBE.
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